Migration Flows Europe: Arrivals and Fatalities

Mediterranean Update

214,861 arrivals by sea in 2016
2,861 dead/missing
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1,011,712 arrivals in 2015

Arrivals 55,563
Arrivals 157,918
Deaths 376
Arrivals 28
Deaths 45

Main nationalities to Greece
Main nationalities to Italy

Arrivals by month 2015 - 2016

Data for Italy and Greece to 22/6/16
Data for Spain to 30/4/16

Arrival points through Europe (15 to 22 June 2016)

Arrival points data are estimates of newly arrived migrants, including refugees

Maritime migration routes

#MigrationEurope
Missing Migrants Project
Global overview: 3,630 migrant deaths in 2016

known causes of death 2016

**Mediterranean**
- 9 Asphyxiation
- 4 Boat fire
- 3 Exposure/Hyothermia
- 1 Lung infection
- 2 Respiratory problem

**Europe**
- 4 Bus accident
- 4 Drowning
- 1 Electrocuton on railway
- 5 Exposure/Hyothermia
- 1 Fall from train
- 2 Fall from undercarriage of truck
- 2 Hit by car
- 1 Mugged near border of Greece and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
- 1 Plane stowaway

**Caribbean**
- 1 Bullet wound
- 10 Presumed exposure

**Horn of Africa**
- 24 Drowning
- 13 Shot during conflict with smugglers

**Central America incl. Mexico**
- 1 Flu - stuck in makeshift shelter waiting to cross into Costa Rica from Panama
- 2 Murdered
- 2 Hit by car
- 4 Train accident

Data sets are estimates from IOM, national authorities and media sources. The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on maps do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by IOM.

Missing Migrants Project is a joint initiative of IOM’s Global Migration Data Analysis Centre (GMDAC) and Media and Communications Division (MCD)

Back issues of the Mediterranean Update are available: [https://goo.gl/SXcyJt](https://goo.gl/SXcyJt)